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GUTS (Gory Ultimate Tournament Show) is a hilarious ultra-violent Tarantino-style over-the-top game where players must
dismember each other by chopping off arms and legs. Lost a limb or two? Worry not, the fight continues even when there are
just two little stumps, and it keeps going until one fighter emerges victorious after dismembering all the opponent’s four limbs

and landing a final blow!

GUTS brings many innovations - concerning the other fighting games currently in the market. GUTS doesn’t have a Health Bar.
Fighters must rip off their foes’ arms and legs and deliver a final dismembering blow to win. So it’s useless to keep kicking and

punching your way around: you must dismember to win.

There are a few different ways to dismember: the main method are the GUTS Moves, special unblockable attacks that rip off a
limb when they connect. The second way to dismember is another unique feature in GUTS: the Hazards, or Traps. Each stage

has specific traps, with distinct behaviours, that dismember the fighters when they touch them.
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Imagine a hyper consumerist society in 2067 where a scientist discovers that people who get exposed to high levels of violence
on TV are healthy and peaceful. Violence on TV is allowed and fighters become the major celebrities in the world!

Dismembering your oponents in a reality show doesn’t seem the most normal thing in the world, but try to imagine this violence
mixed with an over the top humor.
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Each one of the 9 characters has their own story and a reason to be at GUTS. Put a hell of a fitness father to fight against a
pricess who is also the world's most popular Eating Sports Athlete and a true spokesperson for the Yummy Fatty eating trend

and keep the audience and GUTS’ showrunner entertained, otherwise he can add some surprises to the fight, like disabling heal
or defense moves! Everything is allowed to keep the show entertaining for the spectators and players!
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• Unique dismemberment mechanics - fight with what you've got!
• Fun gameplay for every player - even if you have no skill at all

• No need to memorize long input lists - quarter circles for the win!
• Moves and Special Attacks change according to how many limbs the character has left;

• U-Points system - used to unleash a few special movements: heal and recover a lost limb;
• 9 unique and hilarious characters with rich background stories

• 8+ hours of single-player gameplay to unlock all 18 endings - 2 per character
• Online Gameplay - Challenge players around the world (Still in Beta to test it community-wide!)

• Original soundtrack dynamically adapts to limbs left in a match
• Several funny party game modes

• Use fallen limbs as weapons;
• Interact with awesome environments full of hazards that can cause as much harm as an opponent;

• No fight timer - the show gets harsher as the match progresses with more hazards to escalate the stakes at the end of the bout;
• Over-the-top humor for a genuine hilarious experience;

• Extras: Unlockables, Skins, Videos, Soundtrack
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Title: GUTS
Genre: Action, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Flux Game Studio
Publisher:
Libredia Entertainment
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8.1 64 bits

Processor: Intel or AMD 3.0 Ghz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

Additional Notes: With this setup, gameplay may run at an average 30 FPS and menus may present lower performance

English,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Polish,French,Italian,German,Portuguese
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I can give a buy recommendation for all dlcs, but they are not necessary at all costs.. Currently at level 19. The mechanics are
very nice implemented. I felt immersed hearing the music and seeing the color schemes of the game.

You have to reset the level a lot to experiment with the objects, but it's not too frustrating once you get the hang of it.

Great job! Definitely recommended :D. While this game feels like it lacks polish and doesn't have too many game modes, my
friends and I really enjoyed it!

Some wishes:
- Let one player keep the Vive for a few rounds instead of changing the Vive player every round, since it's actually quite a bit of
work taking it off and on and then readjusting for another person. We ended up just letting a player play in the Vive for a few
rounds and just ignoring the score totals.

- Free play: return to the game selection screen after a game instead of back to the main menu. (Hopefully we didn't just press
the wrong button.)

- Support more players? Though I can understand it would make balancing the difficulty for VR player vs regular players
harder. Maybe if more players could be added, but only 4 play at a time? Oh well, 4 was fine too, we just switched around the
players after a full game.

- More stage types!

Anyways great job on this game, hope you'll keep working on it or make more similar games in the future.. Man this game had
me chewing my fingers in frustration at times haha. But That\u2019s quickly forgotten with the hilarious deaths, nice game,
very difficult but a good time killer if you like frustrating games. To be fair, you have to have a very high IQ to understand
Super robolom. The humour is extremely subtle, and without a solid grasp of theoretical physics most of the jokes will go over a
typical player\u2019s head. There\u2019s also Robolom\u2019s nihilistic outlook, which is deftly woven into his
characterisation- his personal philosophy draws heavily from Narodnaya Volya literature, for instance. The fans understand this
stuff; they have the intellectual capacity to truly appreciate the depths of these jokes, to realise that they\u2019re not just funny-
they say something deep about LIFE. As a consequence people who dislike Super robolom truly ARE idiots- of course they
wouldn\u2019t appreciate, for instance, the humour in Robolom\u2019s existential catchphrase \u201cTitle screen music is too
loud,\u201d which itself is a cryptic reference to Turgenev\u2019s Russian epic Fathers and Sons. I\u2019m smirking right now
just imagining one of those addlepated simpletons scratching their heads in confusion as Dan Harmon\u2019s genius wit
unfolds itself on their television screens. What fools.. how I pity them. \ud83d\ude02

And yes, by the way, i DO have a Super robolom tattoo. And no, you cannot see it. It\u2019s for the ladies\u2019 eyes only- and
even then they have to demonstrate that they\u2019re within 5 IQ points of my own (preferably lower) beforehand. Nothin
personnel kid \ud83d\ude0e. The game has a few bugs and inconveniences:
- Gamepad doesn't really work. With it plugged in I couldn't race. It gets stuck on the loading screen just before a race.
- Windowed mode isn't recommended. The gameplay will be extremely choppy. Fullscreen is basically required for
smooth play.
- You can't do much else if you're playing this game. If you run any other software at the same time that uses your
CPU reasonably, this game'll be choppy. It seems a tad poorly coded for such a simple looking game.

That aside, for just under 1 euro (in a sale) you have an amusing little racing game. You have a choice out of various
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tracks, difficulty, and what type of race you want. You can do a normal race, elimination, survival, or time trial.
Multiplayer's possible as well, though I haven't tried it yet. You can also decide which vehicle you want to race in, each
have their own pros and cons.

The screenshots of this game pretty much says it all about what the game looks like. You get to be able to shoot at your
opponents, after you've driven over those red square thingies. That is the weapon box. The other symbols have various
effects like boost, or reducing your speed. You can customize tracks as well, including changing the colors.

I can recommend this game if you see it for cheap in a sale and you happen to like top-down racing games.. It's just
that, a little racing game, worth a buck at most.
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Perfect mix of humor and puzzle solving. This episode was a bit easier than the first one but also very good. Recommended to
all "point-and-click" oldschool puzzle solving fans.. While I found the setting of this game intriguing, I can't recommend it.

My largest complaint with this title is that I felt like a spectator, and not a participant of the game. I noticed getting told how I
felt and what I thought, and most choices just boiled down to me either interacting with others as a normal person, being a
complete jerk to them, or ignoring them completely. I can't think of a single choice I made in the game that actually felt
meaningful to me.

Another bad thing about this game is that it seems to have 3 chapters. This is only chapter 1, as far as I can tell, and felt
incredibly short to me. I actually restarted about 3 or 4 times, and it still only took me 2 hours to beat it. There were also at least
3 times that I was forced into failure as a way of continuing the story, though I only played as a mage, so it may be possible to
avoid some of those.

There are other CYOA's out there that aren't going to leave you on a cliffhanger, are longer, and have more varied choice..
Don't recommend because the game forces your resolution to 720P resulting in constantly changing it back to 1080P every time
you play. Also, you can't minimize the game to surf the net, at least I can't, because the game freezes and stops working. Other
than that it's impossible to tell which bullets kill you and which are for show. It's just another bullet hell shmup. Steel Rain is a
million times better... Japanese high school dating meets Oceans Eleven style heist. The greatest heist of all is the heart, or
something.

Play the game. It's real good.. I played the first Heroes of Loot on mobile for 60+ hours so I was super interested when I saw
this on steam.
I've just jumped in and played two games so here are my first impressions.

The game looks nice and is pretty similar in gameplay to the last one. The controls are simple, aim with the mouse and move
with the arrow keys clicking on people to interact.

For a game just beginning it's early access there sure is a good amount of content here, A bunch of passive and interesting items,
enemy variety, levels, teleporters, cool bosses and very funny level transitions. The game doesn't take itself very seriously at all,
cracking a joke whenever it can, which is definetly a plus for me. You unlock items in the game by collecting fragments of the
item. When you collect all of the fragments you unlock the item which is very cool. The game gets deceptively super hard later
and can start to give you an bit of a challenge which is actually pretty cool.

Now all that being said here are some things to work toward.

The games did randomly hard crash after a certain point usually in shop areas, but I'm sure that'll be worked on in time. Luckly
the game has an autosave feature, so even if it does crash it's not too frustrating.

Now although fun, the game feels a bit chaotic. While other roguelites like TBOI and Spelunky have set level paths clearly
labeling a "Level 1" and "Level 2", HoL2 doesn't feel that way. Instead I jump around to different levels each play through not
knowing where I am or how far I've gotten. The game could really benefit from a "Level Map" like in the level transitions of
TBOI. Or a difficulty meter when you enter a level to show how much harder the floor is going to be.

Difficulty definitely gets there eventually but all in all feels a bit easy to start comparitive to other games like this and I would
love to see the starting max Health decreased or More enemies at the start and maybe a slightly faster Rocko! ;) The game feels
like you're being babied a little in the beginning which can be frustrating when you make it pretty far, die, and have to go
through like 4 levels for it to start being hard again. I want to be challenged the WHOLE time. But thats really just a personal
problem.

The game does way more right then wrong IMO, I love the game and I'm super glad I bought it. I can't wait to follow the
development of the game and It can only get better from here. I'll be watching Orange Pixel! XD

-TubaPlyr. Check out our full review @ https:\/\/vivereport.com\/2016\/11\/02\/vr-gets-edgy-with-edge-guardian\/

Edge Guardian may be one of the more polished VR titles currently available at such a great price point. Granted, you're not
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getting a story per se, and it does fall under the "Wave Based" genre. But if you like punching, cool Sci-Fi premises, and quirky
AI humor, then Edge Guardian is a perfect title for you to jump into and start throwing punches.
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